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Welcome to Lewis ResearchCenterand the MaterialsDivision. We are very pleased
that you could visit us and hear about all the progresswe, our contractors,and
grantees have been making in ceramics. We feel ceramicsand ceramicmatrix compos-
ites are an excitingarea of tailoredstructuralmaterialsresearch. NASA has made
a strong commitmentto advancethis technologyand we will work with U.S. industry
to foster our nationalpositionin world markets. In fact, that is the _ob of the
MaterialsDivisionin all areas of NASA technologyneeds.
If any of your organizationsare interestedin more detailed informationon our
programs,in Joint researchefforts,or in sendinga researchhere for some extended
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The Ceramics for Turbine EnginesProjectis comprisedof three main












The overallobjectiveof this program is to providethe ceramicstechnol-
ogy base in materialsand structuresfor aerospacepropulsionand power appli-
cationsprograms. The effort is complementaryto and coordinatedwith the
Departmentof Energy funded CeramicTechnologyfor AdvancedHeat EnginesProj-
ect at Oak Ridge NationalLaboratory. From the NASA perspectivean enhanced
ceramlcstechnologybase directlysupportsaeronauticsinitiativesin small
engine technology,hlgh-performanceturbineengine technology,and hypersonlcs.
The Ceramicsfor TurbineEnginesProjectis funded at about $2M per year and
involvesabout 20 researchersin the MaterlalsDivisionand the Structures
Divisionat Lewis as well as contractand grant research. An overviewof the
program,which includesthe technicalobjectivesand contentof each thrust,
is provided in the followingfigures. This workshop reportson research
efforts fundedmainly by Ceramicsfor Turbine Engines. A major strengthof the
program is the increasinglyinterdisciplinarynature of the researchbeing
carriedout In-house. Severalof the papers presentedwill illustrateand
demonstratethe benefitsof such an approach.














































CERAMIC MATERIALS HAVE DEMONSTRATED:
. GOOD HIGH TEMPERATURE STRENGTH
. GOOD OXIDATION RESISTANCE
• GOOD EROSION RESISTANCE
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FRICTIONAND WEAR OF CERAMICS
Donald H. Buckley
NASA Lewis ResearchCenter
The adhesion,friction,wear, and lubricatedbehaviorsof both oxide and non-
oxide ceramicsare reviewed. Ceramicsare examinedin contactwith themselves,
other hardermaterials,and metals. Elastic,plastic,and fracturebehaviorof
ceramicsin solid state contactis discussed. The contactload necessaryto initi-
ate fracturein ceramics is shown to be appreciablyreducedwith tangentialmotion.
Both frictionand wear of ceramicsare anlsotroplcand relate to crystalstructure
as with metals. Grit size effects in two- and three-bodyabrasivewear are observed
for ceramlcs. Both the free energy of oxide formationand the d valencebond
characterof metals are relatedto the frictionand wear characteristicsfor metals
in contactwith ceramics. Surfacecontaminantsaffect frictionand adhesivewear.
For example,carbon on siliconcarbideand chlorineon aluminumoxide reducefric-
tion while oxygen on metal surfacesin contactwith ceramics increasesfriction.
Lubricationincreasesthe criticalload necessaryto initiatefractureof ceramics
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Figure2. - Effectoftemperatureoncoefficientof Figure3. - Rateofwearofa futile single-crystalsphere
frictionfor siliconcarbide{0001}surfacesliding ona greatcircle.intheplaneofthea- andc-axesis
againstan ironrider. Theironriderwasargon normaltoplaneofslidingat0 and180° Slidedirection
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Figure4. - Elementaldepthprofileofsiliconcarbide{00011 Figure5. - Graphitizationof siliconcarbidesurface.
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Figure8. - Frictionforcopperin slidingcontactwith sapphire
in vacuum30nPa: load,lOOg: slidingvelocity,0.013cmls.
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Figure13. - Scanning electronphotomicrographsofweartracks
on the {000].}surfaceof single-crystal SiC in contactwith
rhodiumandtitanium as a result of ten passesof a rider
in vacuum. Sliding direction, <10_'0>; slidingvelocity,
3 ram/rain-1; load, 0.3 N; roomtemperature; pressure,
30 nPa; metalpin rider, 0.79 mm radius.
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This presentationreviewsthe designmethodologyfor brittlematerial structures
which is being developedand used at the Lewis ResearchCenter for sizingceramic
componentsin heat engine applications. Theoreticalaspectsof designingwith
structuralceramicsare discussed,and a generalpurposereliabilityprogram for
predictingfast fractureresponsedue to volume distributedflaws is described.
Statisticaltreatmentof brittlebehavior,based on the Welbull model, is reviewed
and Its advantages,as well as drawbacks,are listed. A mechanisticstatistical
fracturetheory,proposed by Batdorfto overcomethe Weibullmodel limitationsand
based on Grlfflthfracturemechanics,is summarized. Failureprobabilitypredic-
tions are made for rotatingannular SI3N4 disks using variousfracturemodels,
and the resultsare comparedto actual failuredata. The applicationof these
design methodsto Governmentfunded ceramicsengine demonstrationprograms is
surveyed. The uncertaintyIn observedcomponentperformanceemphasizesthe need
for proof testingand improvedNDE technologyto guaranteeadequate structural
integrity.
23
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WEIBULL IHEORY (2) (CONTINUED)
SURVIVALPROBABILIIY EQUATION
INUNIAXIAL1ENSION Ps(O)=P_(o)•P;(o)




DUEI'OSURFACECRACKS PA(°):exp. JA _ o°A) dA
IN POLYAXIALTENSION Ps(Ol,O2,o31:Ps(Ol)-Ps(O2)•Ps(OS)
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A review is presentedon researchfor nondestructiveevaluation(NDE) of structural
ceramics for heat engine applications. Microfocusradiographyand scanninglaser
acousticmicroscopyare the NDE techniqueshighlightedin this review. The tech-
niques were appliedto researchsamplesof slnteredsiliconnltrldeand silicon
carblde in the form of modulus-of-rupture(MOR) bars. The strengthsand limitations
of the aforementionedtechniquesare given In terms of probabilityof detectionfor
voids in green and slnteredMOR bars. Voids for this purposewere introducedby
seedinggreen ceramicbars and characterizingeach void in terms of Its size, shape,
location,and nature before and after slnterlng. The effectsof materialdensity,
mlcrostructure,surfacefinish,thickness,void depth, and size characteristicson
detectabilityare summarized. The review presentedhere Is based on the work of
StanleyKllma, Don Roth, George Baakllnl,William Sanders,and James Kiser of Lewis
ResearchCenter,Cleveland,Ohio.
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FABRICATION OF MODULUS-OF-RUPTURE (MOR)
BARS CONTAINING SEEDED INTERNAL VOIDS
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•SPECIALLY PREPAREDMODULUS-OF-RUPTURETYPE BARS WERE
SYSTEMATICALLY SEEDEDWITH CRITICALSIZE VOIDS
• VOIDS RESULTEDAFTER THE STYRENE DIVINYL BENZENEMICRO-
SPHERESWERE DECOMPOSEDIN THE'GREEN CERAMICSAT 5500 C
• POD STATISTICS WERE DETERMINEDUSING THE CUMULATIVE
PROBABILITYFORMULA
N NI
1 - G =_ Xf (N-X)! PLX (1-PL) N-XX=S
WHERE PL IS THE LOWER-BOUNDPROBABILITYOF DETECTION, G IS
THE CONFIDENCELEVEL, N IS THE NUMBEROF VOIDS SEEDED, AND




MATERIALS SPECIMEN SPHEREdiam, NUMBEROF RESULTINGVOIDDIMENSION
THICKNESS #m SPHERES VOIDDEPTH,_m VOIDDIAMETER,#m
RANGE, SEEDED MEAN STANDARD MEAN STANDARD
DEVIATION DEVIATION
Si3N4 2-7 80 69 20 4 25 6115 39 37 5 68 5
200 31 133 17 139 8
321 28 233 16 267 18
528 21 307 14 386 15
SiC 2-7 50 50 32 3 58 3
80 47 59 6 100 8
115 68 77 10 131 8
200 19 165 29 194 11
321 39 297 19 307 15
528 43 477 47 505 28
SCANNING ELECTRON FRACTOGRAPHS SHOWING
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ANODEIS MADEOFMOLYBDENUM
MICROFOGUSRADIOGRAPHY
SUMMARY OF POD STATISTICS FOR INTERNAL AND SURFACE VOIDS
IN GREEN AND SINTERED SiC AND Si3N 4
OPTIMUMSENSITIVITYAT 90195PODICL"






Si3N4 SINTERED 0.6 i.5
• 90/95POD/CL(PROBABILITYOFDETECTIONICONFIDENCELEV L)
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THICKNESSSENSITIVITY.percent
SINTEREDSi3N4 SINTEREDSiC SINTEREDSiCANDSi3N4
• PODCURVESWERECALCULATEDAT 95 PERCENTCONFIDENCELEVEL
• THICKNESSENSITIVITY% = 100 (VOIDDIMENSIONIN X-RAYBEAMDIRECTION)/(IHICKNESSOF
SPECIMENIN SAMEDIRECTION
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EFFECT OF SURFACE FINISH AND SPECIMEN
THICKNESS ON DETECTION OF VOIDS IN SSN
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EFFECT OF VOID DIAMETER, VOID DEPTH, AND
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ASSESSMENT OF FRACTURE ORIGINS FOR NASA 6Y SINTERED SI3N4
SUB- SURFACESEAM SUB- COLUMNAR SURFACE METALLIC
SURFACE PORE SURFACE GRAIN DEFECT NCLUSION
PORE AGGLOMERATE
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The applicationof fracturemechanicsto the design of ceramicstructureswill
requirethe precisemeasurementof crack growth and fractureresistanceof these
materialsover their entire range of anticipatedservicetemperaturesand standard-
ized test methods for making such measurements. The developmentof a standardtest
for measuringthe plane strainfracturetoughnessis the initialobjectiveof our
ceramicsfracturemechanicsprogram.
Currentfracturetests make use of a varietyof specimentypes (slngle-edge-notched
bend, double torsion,double cantileverbend, and surfaceflawed specimens)having
either blunt notchesproducedby saw cutting,or cracks producedby wedge loading,
indenting,or local thermal shock. Specimenswlth blunt notchescan overestimate
the fracturetoughness. Precrackedspecimensare difficultto prepare in a repro-
duciblemanner,and the initialcrack front often cannot be seen on the fracture
surfaceafter testing,which makes it impossibleto measure the initialcrack
length. These difficultiescan be circumventedby using a specimencontaininga
chevronnotch in which a crack originatesat the tip of the triangularligament
during the early stage of specimenloading. Specimenswith a chevronnotch were
first used by Nakayama in fracturestudies (ref. l). Later they were used by
Tattersalland Tappin for fracturesurfaceenergy measurements(ref. 2) and more
recently,by Barker for plane strain fracturetoughnessmeasurements(ref. 3). The
essentialfeaturesof the chevron-notchspecimenare that (1) a sharp naturalcrack
is producedduring the early stage of loading(no precracklngIs required)and (2)
the load passes througha maximum at a constantmaterlal-lndependentcrack length-
to-wldth ratio for a specificspecimengeometry(no post-testcrack length measure-
ment is required). For materialswith flat crack growth resistancecurves,the
plane strain fracturetoughnessIs proportionalto the maximum test load and a
functionof the specimengeometryand elasticcompliance.
Stress intensityfactor coefficientshave been determinedfor three varietiesof
chevron-notchspecimens,and fracturetoughnessmeasurementshave been made on
siliconnitrlde, siliconcarbide,and aluminumoxide to assess the performanceof
each specimenvariety. It has been determinedthat siliconnitrideand silicon
carbide have flat crack growth resistancecurves,but aluminumoxide does not.
Additionally,batch-to-batchdifferenceshave been noticedfor the aluminumoxide.
Experimentsare continuingto explainthe rising crack growth resistanceand batch-
to-batch variationsfor the aluminumoxide.
REFERENCES
l. Nakayama,J.: DirectMeasurementof FractureEnergiesof Brittle Heterogeneous
Materials. 3. Am. Ceram.Soc., vol. 48, no. II, 1965, pp. 583-587.
2. Tattersall,H.G.; and Tappin, G.: The Work of Fractureand Its Measurementin
Metals,Ceramicsand other Materials. J. Mater. Sci., vol. l, no. 3, 1966,
pp. 296-301.
3. Barker,L.M.: A SimplifiedMethod for MeasuringPlane Strain FractureToughness.
Eng. FractureMech., vol. 9, no. 2, 1977, pp. 361-369.
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IMPROVEDSILICONCARBIDEFOR ADVANCED HEAT ENGINES*
Thomas 3. Whalen and 3.A. Mangels
Ford Motor Company
This reportdescribeswork performedIn the first year of the programconductedfor
NASA to develop siliconcarbidematerialsof high strengthand to form components
of complexshape and high reliability. The approach has been to adapt a beta-SIC
powder and binder system to the injectionmolding processand to develop procedures
and processparameterscapableof providinga slnteredsiliconcarbidematerialwith
improvedproperties.
The initialeffort has been to characterizethe baselineprecursormaterials (beta
siliconcarbidepowder and boron and carbon slnterlngaids), developmixing and
injectionmoldingproceduresfor fabricatingtest bars, and characterizethe proper-
ties of the slnteredmaterials. Parallelstudiesof variousmixing,dewaxlng,and
slnterlngprocedureshave been performedin order to distinguishprocess routes for
improvingmaterialproperties.
A total of 276 MOR bars of the baselinematerialhave been molded,and 122 bars have
been fully processedto a slnterdensity of approximately95 percent. The material
has a mean MOR room temperaturestrengthof 43.3 ksl (299 mPa), a Welbull character-
istic strengthof 45.8 ksl (315 mPa) and a Welbullmodulus of B.O. Mean values of
the MOR strengthsat lO00 °C, 1200 °C and 1400 °C are 41.4 ksl, 43.2 ksl and
47.2 ksl, respectively. Strengthcontrollingflaws in this materialwere found to
consistof regionsof high porosityand were attributedto agglomeratesoriginating
in the initialmixing procedures.
New fluid mixing techniqueshave been developedwhich significantlyreduce flaw size
and improvethe strengthof the material. InitialMOR tests indicatethe strength
of the fluld-mlxedmaterial exceedsthe baselinepropertyby more than 33 percent.
Plans for the developmentof the fluld-mlxlngprocessto reduceflaw size and
increasedensityand the optimizationof slnter-bodymlcrostructureto increase
toughnessof the siliconcarbidematerialswill be reviewed.
Contributionsto this programwere made by the following.
Ford Motor Company: R. Govlla,B.N. Juterbock,3.A. Mangels, V. Mindrolu,
L.R. Reatherford,S.S. Shlnozakl,W. Trela, T.J. Whalen, R.M. Williams,and
W.L. Wlnterbottom
NASA: S. Levlneand N. Shaw







Develop High Strength, High Reliability Silicon CarbideParts Having
Complex Shapes by a Method Adaptable to Mass Production on an
Economically Sound Basis.
APPROACH :
Adapt Powder and Binder System to Injection Molding Process and
Develop Procedures and Optimize Process Parameters Leading to a
Sintered Silicon Carbide Material withImproved Properties.
BENEFITS :
Silicon Carbide Parts for Advanced Gas Turbines and Other Heat
Engines Would Permit Higher TemperatureOperation with Resulting
Fuel Efficiencies.
START / FINISH :
February, 1985 to February, 1988
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TASK % t985 |986 1987 I i988 1989 tggo
NO. DESCRIPTION EFFORT 14---.-..- PHASE T _ PHASE ZZ---DI
1" BASELINE CHARAC. 5 _77777_
Tr M0R MATRIX 25 [////////_/////A
1";1" OPTIMIZED MOR 5 _]
TO" BASELINE LRG. SHP. 5
V LRG. SHP. MATRIX 25 _7")7"/'7Z_"/F_
"v'r 0PTIM. LRG. SHP. I0 HHHJ•o'n" MAT'L./PR0C. IMP. 15 Y//////J///////J _///////,////////
17rrr T'CHARGE.FAB. 5 I_ */////J
1T RPTS./PROJ. MGMT. 5 __
Tfmtng Chart
DUTLZNE
TASK ! T. _. NHALEN
* SASELZNE PONDERS CHARACTERIZATION
* BABELZNE COMPOSZTION SELECTION
* BASELZNE RESULTS
TASK VtZ AND PLANS _. A= HANSELS






CHEMICAL ANALYSIS - BASELINE MATERIAL
ELEMENT UF-Si C BORON CARBON
C 30.4" 0.36 98.6
0 0.85 1.71 1.12
AI 0.046 0.040








As Received Powders .or Baseline Bars
Ibiden UF Lot 0166 SiC 21.5 M=/g
Starck Lot S-3506 B 12.1M=/g
Monsanto Lot TL-24_ C 53.1M=/g
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PARTICLE DIAMETER I SPECIFIC GRAVITY I PACK DENSITY v
AND POLYPHASE ANALYSIS OF SiC POWDER FOR BASELINE BARS




8eometrlc Mean 1.04 0.@9
Arithmetic Mean 1.18 0.65
i
Specific Gravity 3.161 gmlcm =
Pack Density 0.787 gmlcm =
X-ray Polyphase Analysis
3C Phase 84,0 %
Disordered Phase 16.0 %
Sample: RNW-PARAFFIN CARNUBA LOl\ Date: 26-Au9-85 Timei El: 11:08
Si:e, i3.50'm£ File: TO^.01TG^.8&UG.1985
Rotr_: 5C/'HiN IOOHL/MIN ARG Operator: L.S_(EWES
Prosr,--m: TO^ Analysio Y2.0 Plot&ed: 26-^u9-85 108 561 43












27/.9"C _ i(11"43 ms) /
\
20 _---..... " e.77 x 0
305.0%_k (1.18 mg)1.g2 X Reeld_u
47 _ (0.259 m9) 2. 18 %
370._333 m9) {O,294 m8)
1 1 I I 1 I _l I I I II I I I I I I I "1
O0 100 200 300 400 500 O00 ?DO 800 '900 ' 10'00 11'00
Temperoture (°C)
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S_mple: RMW-PARAFFIN LOWCARNU41A Dotes 5-^09-85 Time: 13,56,50
Size: 13.41 m9 -T-G/_ File: TGA. 13 TGA.TJULY. 1985
Rote: 5C/MIN Omm Ho Operotor: L. SKEWES




4.9g Z (0.669 m9) 1._ l
351.2"C (0. 212 =9)
O 4
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 _1000 1100
Temperoture (°C)
Scmp]@: RHY-PARAFFIN LOW CARNUBA DcCe: 3U'JLJI-05 Tl=a, i3:_3,4_ _
Size, 7._73_ D SC Fllo: 7_SC.03 DSC. 3JUL.Y85
R_e: _C.'MIN ARG OporJtor= f..SKE_'_S
Prugr_m: IriterGc_Iv_ OSC %'3.0 Plotted, 31-Jui-85 i_,35:29






_8_ -- Ti|| --Die Tllp -- Time
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"-'_19_ "Anelymie I -- lnmpection -- Inmpection!
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-Time Visual NeJn Strength Main Effect|
-lemp -- X-try Standlrd Dev, 2-factorInteraction1
-Pressure Ehrinkage Meln 0ensity - Lmvel of
BiQnificlnce
Pomition in Mmms geibull -- Plannin_
Furnmce Btr|ngth Next Mmtrix J
-- 0enmity Nmibull _Rec°mmendm"
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C-BLACK % m POWDER
S-F-- tJF
2 = BASELINE EXPERIMENT
LO_DIN_ C_R_ON E_C
N_8_ # LEVEL 80URGE iOURCE _T. D.
_B-_ _0
7 55.5 REBZN UF BB
_._ _m
8 55. 5 RE_ZN 8F 88
7O
BASELINE COMPOSITION
• Fr-om 2 = Exper'iment)
55= 5% Sol ids Loading













s- 2._ I I I5 10 15
OBSERUATIOltS(FOUR-GROUPMEAI'IS)















M,O.R. BAR_ FRACTURE ORISIN X-RAY
_o_ _ so.
5 39.9 6.2 3 - Sub Surface Porosity Large inclusions,
2 - Surface Porosity Camp. Surface
5 41.1 5.3 4 - Sub Surface Porosity Large inclusions,
1 - Surface Porosity C_ter Line
5 37.3 6.7 3 - 5ub Surface Porosity Clean
2 - Surface Porosity
5 42.3 3.9 3 - 8ub Surface Porosity 8mall inclusi_s
2 - Surface Porosity
M. O.R. BASELTNE SUMMARY
Mol dad "J'7 _:_*
X--ray acceptable 210
Dewax ed ( 1 run) 127
Si ntered (3 runs) 122
Room Temp. M.O.R. :_O
1000°C FF 6
SR _ ( est )
12OO°C: FF _:
SR _: ( eBt )
1400oc FF
SR _ (met)
* Number of M.O.R. Bars
FF Fast Fracture Test






oRT 1 OOO °r" '12OO°C 3. 400 I_
Kli 43.3 41.4 43.2 47.2R
_0 6 _
K=i 45.8 NEZBULL BAHPLE8 TOO
BHALL FOR
mPa (31S) ACCEPTABLE ACCURACY
m B
PR0_. OF FRILURE EXPECTED VRLUE
M0R KS! 1.60 2S,72
10,80 34.55
50,8@ 43.76
NUM_ER OF SAMPLES m 38.08 63.00 45,?9
WE_ULL OHRRRCTERZSTZC VRLUE - 45. S2 90.08 58.08
WEXBULL SLOPE • 7.97 95.00 $2.S9
DISTRI3UTION MERH = 43.14 99.00 55.51
STRNDRRD DEVIRTION • 6.43 99.98 50.41
NRSR BRSE LINE RT 3"28"86
99.9 ................................ , .................. l ............. :"......... ,':"..... t...... _................ '
SS
ss ................................i ..........i ........._ ......!_"'i ......i .........i----i9G]
90
0 ?Q ............................... :................... . ............ ........ _..... =; ....... . ........... :...:
_1 €;]n 5{]
>,,. 4_] ................................! ......i'""........'+, ......._ ......}......_.........i'"'_
I-- U 3PlI--t r_
_.J _ 2{] ................................i ......i ...._" ........." .....i ...._........._'---"P..-i
rr - J{]
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TASK VII
OBJECTIVE :
CONTINUOUS THROUGHOUT THE PROGRAM
"ADVANCE THE STATE OF THE ART OF
SiC TRCHNOLOGY"
PROVIDE INPUT TO TASKS I AND IX
78
WAYS TO IMPROVE THE STRENGTH OF A
CERAMIC . . .
_ KIE / cI/z
INCREASE THE FRACTURE TOUGHNESS
(MICROSTRUCTURE)
INCREASE THE ELASTIC MODULUS
(DENSITY) _
REDUCE THE FLAW SIZE _




















$_ ADDRESSED IN TASK VII
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DEVELOPMENT OF IMPROVED MIXING
TECHNIQUES
FRACTURE ORIGINS IDENTIFIED AS
PROCESSING FLAWS
FLAWS IDENTIFIED AS AGGLOMERATES IN
THE INJECTION MOLDING BATCH
AGGLOMERATES WERE DETECTED IN THE
"MIXING" STAGE OF THE PROCESS








( ME THOD I :)
POWDER PREPARATION
I
DRY BLEND SINTERING ADDITIVES
WITH SiCl
MIX SOLIDS WITH INJECTION MOLDING









DRY BLEND S INTERING ADDITIVES
WITH SiC
1
MIX SOLIDS WITH INJECTION MOLDING
BINDER USING DOUBLE PLANETARY
MIXER ZZI
RE--MIX MOLDING BATCH IN HIGH SHEAR





HIGH SHEAR MIXING WAS FOUND TO REDUCE
THE AGGLOMERATE SIZE
2_

















FLUID MIXING WAS INVESTIGATED




FLUID BLEND SINTERING ADDITIVES
WITH SiC1
FLUID BLEND SOLIDS WITH INJECTION
MOLD ING B INDERS
(BINDERS DISSOLVED IN FLUID)1
REMOVE FLUID BY DRYING
1
ADD ADDITIONAL WAX USING





FLUID MIXING WAS FOUND TO FURTHER







e /t. /'\--/"_/X_- x -
!=8o____. /,-...,x.sx. .-iF.. .,i-..





REGRESSION MODEL ILLUSTRATES THE
RELATION BETWEEN STRENGTH AND
AGGLOMERATE SIZE
?i














o" = 10.39 + 280.34 c-t/:z
c-I_(ur_)-l/i_
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FLUID MIXING PROCESS WILL
BE USED IN THE REMAINDER
OF THE PROGRAM (TASK II)
INJECTION MOLDING
INJECTION MOLDING PROCESSING WINDOW
WAS IDENTIFXED
INJECTION MOLDING BEHAVIOR OF ALL
SILICON BASED CERAMIC POWDERS
IS A FUNCTION OF SURFACE AREA
2e
!
v iS • SILICOH -
o \ • SILICOHITRIDE
o _ @SILIC_ C_,BIDE
•_ _ 68VOLLg_PERCENTSOLIDSw 19
Surface Area (e2/g)
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INJECTION MOLDING PROCESS YIELDS
WERE IMPROVED THROUGH EQUIPMENT
MODIFICATION
COMPOSITION: 12A -- 60. 0 VOL _ SOLIDS
ORIGINAL SYSTEM:
332 BARS MOLDED
221 BARS VOID FREE
66. 6 _ YIELD
IMPROVED VACUUM SYSTEM:
24 BARS MOLDED
23 BARS VOID FREE
95. 8 _ YIELD
B INDER REMOVAL -- S INTERING
CURRENT PROCESS USES
VACUUM FOR BINDER REMOVAL
VACUUM FOR SINTERING
VACUUM PROCESSING RESULTS IN CRACK
FREE TEST BARS HAVING GOOD DENSITY
PROBLEMS ARE ANTICIPATED WITH
VACUUM PROCESSING:
CRACKING IN THICK CROSS SECTION
COMPONENTS
LOW DENSITY AREAS ON AS SINTERED
SURFACES
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EXPERIMENTS WERE INITIATED TO
INVESTIGATE ALTERNATIVES TO VACUUM
PROCESSING DURING BINDER REMOVAL
AND SINTERING.
" BINDER REMOVAL







I) -- -- 91.7 93.5
2) . _ 91.4 93.6
3) -- + 95.8 93.5
4) + + 96.4 93.8
EXP. 1 USED FOR BASELINE PROCESSING





SINTERED DENSITY VS SINTERING
VARIABLES
I0 -- 89.7. • 93.2
o
w 5- 91.8 s
faJ. Molded Test Bars
Vacuum Binder Removal
Argon Sintered
o 1 1 f





_ KIE / cI/2
FIRST ITERATION:
REDUCE PROCESSING FLAW SIZE
( AGGLOMERATES )
SECOND ITERATION:
INCREASE DENSITY (ELASTIC MODULUS)




CONTINUE TO STUDY WAYS TO REDUCE
AGGLOMERATE S IZE
CONTINUE TO INVESTIGATE BINDER
REMOVAL TECHNIQUES
CONTINUE TO STUDY THE INTERRELATION
BETWEEN B INDER REMOVAL AND S INTERING
INITIATE WORK TO INCREASE S INTERED





TASK [ 1986 1987 1988
Complete
I BASELINE
Iter. 1 Iter. 2
II MOR MATRIX } -J 1
Reduce "c" Inc. Kz, E
iiioPTMoR } I
Reduce "c" Inc. Kz, E
VII TECH. ]Mixing Comp. & Sinter
VIII TURBO. MOLD. I [
88




Siliconcarbide is of great interestfor structuraluse in aircraftand auto-
mobile engines. This ceramiccombineshigh thermalconductivityand low coefficient
of thermalexpansion,and consequentlyhas good thermalshock resistance. However,
llke other ceramics,siliconcarbideshows strengthvariabilitydue to processing
flaws such as large voids, shrinkagecracks, inclusions,etc. Agglomeratesin the
startingpowder seem to be the predominantcause for such defects. Improvedpro-
cessingtechniquessuch as slurry pressingand hot Isostatlcpressingwere employed
to minimize these defectsand to improvestrengthand reliabilityin the fabricated
material. For this purpose2-1nchdiameterdiscs were fabricatedby variousconsol-
idationtechniques. These include: (1) dry pressingand slntering,(2) slurry
pressingand slnterlng,and (3) slurry pressingand HIPing. High density
(>96 percent of theoretical)was producedby slnterlngat 2150 - 2200 °C. By con-
trast,a much lower temperature(1850-1900°C) was requiredby HIPingto achieve
high final density specimens. Dry pressingand slnterlngyieldedan averageflexure
strength(4-polntbend) of 350 MPa (50 ksl), while slurry pressingand slntering
produced an averagestrengthof 430 MPa (62 ksl), a 30 percent improvementin
strength. Further, slurrypressingand HIPing yieldedan averagestrengthof
580 MPa (84 ksl). This strengthvalue is 60 percenthigher than the dry-pressed/
slnteredstrength,and 30 percenthigher than the slurry-pressed/slnteredstrength.
The HIP siliconcarbide exhibitedan ultraflnegrainedmlcrostructure(0.3-3_m) as
comparedto 1-30 _m produced by slnterlng. Processrelateddefectssuch as large
isolatedvoids, shrinkagecracks,etc. were not observedin HIPed siliconcarbide.
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TABLE I ANALYSIS OF AS-RECEIVED a SiC POWDERS
IMPURITYANALYSIS(PPM)
TYPEI TYPE2 TYPE3
ELEMENT a- SiC(IO0'_) a- SiC(B,C) a- SiC(AI,C)
AI .50 140 1.2'
Ca 70 40 20
Fe I) 10 40
Ti 20 30 5O
V 20 20 40
B - 0.60* --
FREE C I.66* 7.31" 6.]D*
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PROCESSINGAND PROPERTIESOF TYPE 2 (AS-RECEIVED) a - SiC (B, C) MATERIAL
s - SiC SINTERED TIME, DENSITY, MORITEST NUMBEROF MEAN WEIBULL/R2,
TYPE TEMPERATURE,rain g/cm" TEMPERATURE,SPECIMEN MORIS-D., m
Oc MPa
2 2150 30 95 RT 23 3531 11195
2 2150 60 96 RT 28 306132 12197
2 2200 30 97 RT 30 404140 12189
2 2150 30 95 1370 20 3121 7197
2 2150 60 % 1370 24 2651:32 10194






- m STRENGTH, SINTERED
50 - MPa TEar,P/TIME
30- m 11 350 2150C130MIN
• 12 308 2150C!60MINi
CUMULATIVE - _ • 12 404 2200C!30MIN
PERCENT • • •
• I •





I , I , , , , ,I





99 - • m0
t
70
50 - m STRENGTH, SINTERED
_ MPa TEMPITIME
30 • 3 305 2150C/30NIIN.
• 9 273 2150CI60MIN.
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I CHA AC,  ,ZA,,OtDENSITY,MOR,FRACTURE CD-86-10200
SCHEMATICOFSLURRYPRESSINGAPPARATUS












PROPERTIES OF SINTERED VS HOT ISOSTATIC PRESSED o - SiC
a - SiC PROCESSING DENSIFICATION TIME, DENSITY MEAN NO.OF WEIBULLIR2
TYPE METHOD TEMPERATURE, rain (%OF MORI6-D SPECIMEN m
°C THEORETICAL) MPa
2 DRYPRESS/ 2200 30 97.4 342±52.8 30 8
SINTERED (49.6_5.7 ksi)
2 SLURRYPRES I 2200 30 96.5 416± 53.3 22 9. 3
SINTERED (60.3± 1.7 ksi)
2 SLURRYPRESS/ 1900 30 95.3 580±77 15 8.8
HIPed





| ! [ J
100p 100p
of - 340MPa of - 260MPa
CD-86-19189















J TO I J VACUUMSEALINTAOR jCLOSEPOROSITY GLASSCAN
HIP I INTERATIONS_i SELECTED
J STRENGTHANDMICROSTRUCTURECHARACTERIZATION





DRY- PRESSED/SINTERED SLURRY-PRE SSED/SINTERED SLURRY-PRESSED/HIPed
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e THESLURRY-PRESSED/ HIPedMATERIALEXHIBITEDAN ULTRAFINEGRAINED













Siliconnitrlde is a high temperaturematerial currentlyunder consideration
for heat engine and other applications. This presentationdescribesthe progress
made in the first l-I/2 years of a NASA funded,5 year programon improvedSI3N4.
The objectiveof this programis to improvethe net shape fabricationtechnologyof
SI3N4 by injectionmolding. This is to be accomplishedby optimizingthe pro-
cess througha series of statisticallydesignedmatrix experiments. To provide
input to the matrix experiments,a wide range of alternatematerialsand processing
parameterswere investigatedthroughoutthe whole program.
The improvementin the processingis to be demonstratedby a 20 percent
increasein strengthand a lO0 percent increasein the Welbullmodulusover that of
the ACC baselinematerial. A full characterizationof the baselinematerlal/process
was completed. The room temperatureMOR and Weibullmodulusof the as-processed
test bars were establishedas 79.3 ksl and 7.9, respectively. In the first itera-
tion of the MOR matrix experiments,a materialwlth a room temperatureMOR of 97 ksl
and a Welbullmodulus of 14 has been developed.
Material propertieswere found to be highly dependenton each step of the pro-
cess. Several importantparametersidentifiedthus far are the startingraw




• INCREASE THE AS PROCESSEDTEST BAR
STRENGTH BY 20% (RT THRU 2550°F)
• INCREASE WEIBULL MODULUS BY 100%
• ACHIEVE INJECTION MOLDING CAPABILITY
FOR LARGE COMPONENTS
NASA WORK STATEMENT:. SCHEDULE AND
EFFORT
TASK PERCENT YEARS FROM CONTRACT INITIATION
NO. DESCRIPTION EFFORT 1 2 3 _ 4 5
PHASE I . _PHASE I1_""J
I. BASELINE 5 !
CHARACTERIZATION
II. IMOR MATRIX 25 • HI :
II1. OPTIMIZED MOR 5
IV. BASELINE LARGE 10 _lB
SHAPE









































(STARTING POWDER[ _ IINJECTION MOLDING[
• ALTERNATESi3N4 • GATE SIZE • MACHINE
• ALTERNATEADDITIVES • GATE ORIENTATION • TEMPERATURES
• LOT VARIATIONS • SEPARATION DESIGN • PRESSURE
• TEST BARS PERSHOT • RAM SPEED
• VACUUM
[COMPOSITION] _
• % A1203, Y203 • ALTERNATEBINDERS • TEMPERATURE
• ZrO2 • % BINDER • PRESSURE
• Y203.Si02 • PLASTICIZER • CYCLE
• WETTING AGENT • APPROACH
• LUBRICANT • TIME
• DISPERSANT • EQUIPMENT
• ACID-BASE CONTROL • CYCLE
I POWDER PROCESSING] _
• ALTERNATEMILLING • MIXER • TIME
• CLASSIFICATION • TIME • TEMPERATURE
• ELUTRIATION/WASHING • TEMPERATURE • OVERPRESSURE
• MILLING AIDS • SHEAR RATE • CYCLE
• TIME • SOLVENT • EQUIPMENT
• VACUUM • FIXTURING
sea8596-191A
PHASE I DIRECTED TOWARDS TEST BARS




PRIOR DESIGN TO SCREEN _ IFABRIEATION AND
EXPERIENCE MON KEY VARIABLES "_MOR CHARACTERIZATION
MATRIX AND DETERMINE _OF ] LOTS OF
















I I BASELINERE_ RENCE
, TAS_=r.MATRIX,
/ RANDOMIZATION / 24 BARS
I[ I I I
BINDER BINDER BINDER BINDER
REMOVAL REMOVAL REMOVAL REMOVAL
LOAD I LOAD 2 LOAD 3 LOAD 4
88 BARS 80 BARS 80 BARS 80 BARS
I I I I
SINTERING SINTERING SINTERING SINTERING
LOAD ! LOAD 2 LOAD 3 LOAD 4
70 BARS










200 MORBARS ,N-PROC[$S FIN-PROCESS tIN-PROCESS
f _.EASu_.tS /_ASU_E.tS 1.EASU_.E.tS
VISUAL _Vt$_LCHEMICAL ANALYSIS RH[OLOGY VISUAL INSPECTION FRACTUREOF 5 TO _W[IGHT
_OXYGEN ANALYSIS L_GENEITY _FRACTUR[ 20 TO 30 WEIG_DI_[NS|ONS _10 DEWAXEDBARS L OI_[NSIONS
_[LECTROPHORESIS |INJECT[O BARS _STRENGTH OF S TO
_P_TiCLE SIZE _STAENGTH TEST OF |I0 DEWAXEDBARS
JDISTRIBUTION 20 TO ]0 INJECTED BARS _POROSIMETRY OF





STATISTICAL _D 0EV[LOP STATISTICALLY
POSTPROCE$$ FRACTOGRAPHIC
SI_[RING C_RACTERIZAT|0N _ _ DESIGNED MATERIAL/ANALYSES PROCESSIMPROVEM[_
EXPERIMENTAL PLAN
!
--NOT AND VISUAL -AVERAGE STRENGTH _ IDE_IF¥ KEY VARIABLES
-DENSITY -STANDARD DEVIATION _PREPARE DETAILED FIRST
--CHEMICAL _ALY51$ --WEIBULL CH_ACTERISTIC STRENGTH l FACTORIAL TEST _TRIX
--OXYGEN ANALYSIS --WEIBULL _DULU$ _IOENTIFY IN'PROCESS AND
--X'RAY DIFFRACTION --WEIBULL PLOT J POSTPROCESSHEASUREME_S
--WEIG_ CHANGE -- F_CTUR( ORIGIN POSJTJON FOR EACH |REQUIRED
--DIMENSIONS GREENAND SINT[RED BAR _SUBMIT PLAN FOR NASA
--ROOM-TEMPERATURENOR_ ]0 BARS MINIM_ -- FLA_ SIZE AND TYPE FOR EACH APPROVAL
--_OR AT ] ELEVATED TEMPERATURES-- GREENAND SINTERED BAR
APPROX IO BARS AT EACH TEMP -- SEM OF SELECT[O BARS
--STRESS RUPTUREAPPROX 10 BARS _CORRELATION OF STRENGTH/FLA_ TYPE/




TEST BAR SlNTERING SUPPORT
WEIBULL ANALYSIS OF BASELINE ROOM
TEMPERATURE DATA
MOR(MPa)
80 !O0 200 300 400 500 O00 800
gg = -- _ 3-Z
_ )lq-o/52- 3 - jr_3




I £1-3 _ tq-,3
_'Ic- 3 . _l'rI *i
,st .j - *z'1-2
.... ,,_ - ,;:-+,
_t"/-/ - -- )'-l-f
41+'*-- __ 4+-1
t*]-:_~I"-
Z 3s'l-+-- -- '+'+r-I
44 _,-+- -- +6-+
UJ _+ +3- 50 - +
r, -- +'S'?. _4_6 "2 -
43-3-- -- 'ff+.l,37£'3-- S3-+
_ 3+16oi
_ + _- .,,-,
(_ TE_T BAR _ERIAL NUMBgR _ /=- 3o=-z/O-- S1-4
C)r,. SuRFAC.F- GUALITY (VI_M/_L INSPI_CT+ON) G,Rhpj= 70°_ - _,_:Z_
0.. /o_ 5"$-4




_1- o-- 40_ - 4
5 o-- 4Z2 -+
INITIAL O0 BASELINE BARS / IMPROVEDS+3N4 / mAS3-24385
AVERAGE STRENGTH _ "7-"'+++""_ '/
2 STD. DEV.
WEIBULL MODULUS =_)
CHAR. STRENGTH - 84.1 ksi +

















m 20 - T- STANDARD
DEVIATION
10-
0 I I I I I
500 1000 1500 2000 2500
TEMPERATURE,°F
WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE DATA
99.9
_A_E';N__"_hIAL,-H I III111 IIIII99.0 -- AT 2550°F
w_°0..,,,,,,/ IIIII III90.0- MODULUS = 5.1CHARACTERISTICI I IIIIIII IIIII80.( -- STRENGTH = 22.57 ItHLI- "" STRENGTH = 20.76............._,oo_v=,o, lllllU NO. OF BARS = 12Jr,- 40.0
30.0 Illlll I II(lllll IIIII




° IIIIJ I! I I!11WEIBULL MODULUS = 8.6" CHARACTERISTIC
uJ 5.0 STRENGTH = 61.74
NO. OF BARS --- 13
BASELINE MATERIAL
1.o II1_ w_,°o...o=u_=,o.ooCHARACTERISTIC0.5 STRENGTH = 49.5
0.135 ........................
SPA 8794-10A 0.1






10 KSI -- 24 HR 10KSI -- 24 HR 10KSI -- 9 HR, 42 MIN
20 KSI -- 24 HR 20 KSI -- 24 HR
30 KSI -- 24 HR 30 KSI -- 24 HR
40 KSI -- 1 MIN 40 KSI -- 24 HR
50 KSI -- 0
FINAL TEST RESULTS
40 KSI -- 7 HR, 22 MIN 40 KSI -- 0
40 KSI -- 17HR, 19 MIN 30 KSI -- 1 MIN
30 KSI --100 HR (SURVIVED) 30KSI--3HR, 38MIN
30 KSI -- 4 HR, 55 MIN
SPA 8794-1




VARIABLE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
RAW MATERIAL X X X
BINDER X X X X
BINDER EXTRACTION X X X
INJECTION MOLDING X X
POWDER PREPARATION X X
(MILLING)
COMPOSITION X
SINTERING X X X
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0 TIME (MIN) 40
GTE SN502 Si3N4 + 6% Y203 + 2% AI203
AT 15,50/oBINDER
AS INJECTED TEST BAR SURFACES
A. 8 HR. MILLING B. 8 HR. MILLING C. 24 HR. MILLING
99°C (2100F) MOLDING 77°C (170°F) MOLDING 77°C (170°F) MOLDING









I _TO DEVELOP_ inn
210t-\ ,_ _DEFECTS _'-- °O
°u. /-. \ _> DUE TO .'X]| '_ _ [_ EXCESS ,1;"
uJ" 200 L- \ _ _ BINDER _>_ a:L',, "',,, °-' 9019o ,,=,
170 ._1
°t16o 70150 I i
6 12 24 48 96
MILLING TIME, HOURS
GTE SN502 +6% Y203 + 2% AL203 AT 15% BINDER
NASA IMPROVED Si3N4
TASK II EXPERIMENTALMATRIX
1/2 REPLICATEOF A 25 FRACTIONALFACTORIALDESIGN
C+ C-
D+ D- D+ D-
E+ E- E+ E- E+ E- E+ E-
A+
"///_,",","///j , 11//, _,,.//.//i/7/,////x/,//
//////////_ /i"///_ "///./////L• "///,9"._.bd"."/
A-
B- _/_/cd_Y "/-/Z//'/_" _ /cex_/'/_'/////x.e/-/_///'.'_.Y_/de_/__ //..' d _ ///._, "/"//_////1///_/,_"////"1 _
A = CONSOLIDATION METHODS -- SINTER/HIP CYCLE (A-) VS CYCLE (A+)
B = CONSOLIDATION ENVIRONMENT -- WITHOUT POWDER BED (B-) VS WITH POWDER
BED (B+)
C = MIXING -- SIGMA MIXER (C-) VS SIGMA MIXER PLUS EXTRUDER (C+)
D = SINTERING AIDS -- (6O/oY203 + 2°/o AI203) (D-) VS (6O/oY203 + l°/o AI203) (D+)




EXPERIMENTAL MATRIX PROCESS FLOW CHART
MILLING -- SINTERINGAIDS I D-(6% Y203+ 2%AIzO,) 1 I D+ (6% Y=Oz+ 1%AIzOz) I
."°_';_'."o_v,, 1 '+-1 I I 11" I1-'-I
,owo00 o'IDDDI313NDDDDI3DD-1
SPA 8687 98A
TASK II -- MOR BAR MATRIX STUDY
MONTHS 1 THROUGH 7
1ASK II FINS1 IT[KATION
SUBIASA NO. I_8S 1985
auL AUC t _[P 0Cl .O_ O[C JA.II CHARACT{RIZ[ AS"
R|C[IV[O IqAT[RIALS
Z POVO[I PIIPAIA[10N .... IT---" ....
(SIZING}
] R_-£VALUATI A_I[R




[VALUArl0N r'------1 _ --_IWR/6 IINO[R _[_0V4[









I_PNOVt_LN! PLAN "--_ I "'l




TASK II TORQUE CHARACTERIZATION
TORQUE AT 65°C (150°F), m.g
D- (6% Y203 + 2% AI203) D+ (6% Y203 + 1% AI203)
MIXING (' 15.5O/o_ (' 14.5O/o_ /' 15.5O/o_ (' 14.5O/o
VARIATION E- \BINDER) E+ \BINDER) E- \BINDER) E+ \BINDER)
MATRIX I1-1 INJECTION MOLDING BATCHES
C- 1450 1500 1386 1544
C+ (EXTRUDED) 1100 1452 762 1290
MATRIX 11-2INJECTION MOLDING BATCHES
C- 876 1304 948 1175
C+ (EXTRUDED) 439 796 500 748
NOTES
1. VALUESARE FROM SINGLE MIXER RUNS
2. MIXER COOLING RATE WAS 1°C (1.8°F) PER MINUTE
3. m.g = meter.gram
MATRIX I1-1 TORQUE CHARACTERIZATION
EFFECT OF BINDER CONTENT ON RHEOLOGY
PAX J Ri % TQ HAX, _TQ
-%65"C_ 65%
-'"-_'o,_Q_ r,u_\
HIN L..._.. .... _ "_ !TI HI, , ,
0 ' TI'HE 60 0 TI'HE 60
15.5% BINDER 14.5% BINDER
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MATRIX I1-1 AND 11-2X.RADIOGRAPHIC YIELD
AS-INJECTED BARS
YIELD IN PERCENT
D-' (6% Y203 + 2% AI203) D+ (6% Y203 + 1% AI203)
MIXING f 15.5°/o_ f 14.5°/o_ [ 15.5°/o_ [ 14.5°/o
PROCEDURE E- _BINDER) E+ _BINDER) E- \BINDER) E+ \BINDER)
MATRIX I1-1, STARCK H-1 Si3N4,
200 BARS INJECTED FOR EACH CONDITION
C- 77 77 69 76
C+ (EXTRUDED) 87 92 68 92
MATRIX 11-2,DENKA 9FW Si3N4,
160 BARS INJECTED FOR EACH CONDITION
C- 95 95 95 95


























"--_ ROOM TEMPERATURE MOR
\
Z 80 - "_
LU
abde acde
40 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I




, PROCESSING FACTORS HAVING SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS
ON MOR
A, B AND D
• TWO FACTOR INTERACTIONS HAVING SIGNIFICANT
EFFECTS ON MOR
B×C,B×DANDC×D
NOTE: A -- SINTERED/HIP
B -- POWER BED
C -- MIXING





2 HRS 4 HRS
83.2 ksi 89.8 ksi
DIFFERENCE = 6.6 ksi
POWDERBED AND SINTERINGAIDS EFFECTS
MATRIX 11-2
" (B+) PB* (B-) NO PB*
(D+) 6% Y203 + 2°/oAI203 81.0 Ksi 81.6 Ksi
(D-) 6% Y203 + 1% AI203 94.3 Ksi 89.1 Ksi
*PB: POWDER BED
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POWDERBED AND MIXING METHOD EFFECTS
MATRIX 11-2
(B+) PB* (B-) NO PB*
(C+) SIGMA MIXER 87.7 Ksi 83.9 Ksi
AND EXTRUDER




• AVERAGESTRENGTH AND WEIBULL MODULUS OF BASELINE
AS-PROCESSED,RANDOMLYSELECTED INJECTION MOLDED,
SINTERED Si3N4 SAMPLES ARE 547 MPa (79.3ksi) AND 7.9
RESPECTIVELY
• STRENGTHAND AS-PROCESSEDSURFACEQUALITY ARE CLOSELY
RELATED
• TORQUE RHEOMETRYHAS THE POTENTIAL TO PREDICT
INJECTION MOLDING BEHAVIOR
• GOOD QUALITY AS-INJECTED BARS CAN DEGRADE DURING
DEWAX IF THEY ARE PROCESSEDWITH EXCESSBINDER





• A MATERIAL WITH A MEAN STRENGTH OF 97
Ksi AND A WEIBULL MODULUS OF 14 HAS
BEEN DEVELOPED BY A STATISTICALLY
DESIGNED MATRIX EXPERIMENT













A slnteredSI3N4-SIO2-Y203composition,NASA 6Y, was developedthat reached
four-polntflexuralaveragestrength/standarddeviationvalues of 857/36, 544/33,
and 462/59 MPa at room temperature,1200 and 1370 °C respectively. These strengths
representedimprovementsof 56, 3B, and 21 percent over baselinepropertiesat the
three test temperatures. At room temperaturethe standarddeviationwas reducedby
more than a factor of three. These accomplishmentswere realizedby the Iteratlve
utilizationof conventionalx-radlographyto characterizestructural(density)
uniformityas affected by systematicchangesin powder processingand slnterlng
parameters. Accompanyingthe improvementin mechanicalpropertieswas a change in
the type of flaw causingfailurefrom a pore to a large columnarB-SI3N4 grain
typically40-80 _m long, 10-30 _m wide, and with an aspect ratio of 5:1.
ll9







CHARACTERIZATIONOF SILICON NITRIDE AND OXIDE POWDERS
MATERIAL SOURCE MANUFAC-PURITY, SPECIFICX-RAYDIFFRACTION CHEMICALNALYSIS
TURERS _/o SURFACE ANALYSIS,_/o
DESIGNA- AREA OXYGEN,CARBON, SPECTROGRAPHIC
TION m2" g'l o 13 FREESi wt_/o wt_/o ANALYSIS,
ppm
Si3N4 KBI-AME HIGH 99.5 4.7 83.7 15.7 0.6 0.89 0.18 240AI,60Ca.20Co.50Or,
PURITY 1280Fe.20Mg,30Nln.4OTi,
40V,590Y,30Zn.10Zr
SiO2 APACHE 6846 99.99 166 .... .16 220AI,150Ca,30Cr,50Cu,
CHEMICALS 50Fe,130M9,90Mn,
340Na,40Ti




MILLsI3N4CHARGE t _ + I
---- SI3N4 ETHANOLSIEVED, I
S(O2 20_m SCREEN j
Y2O)
+
IHPSNMEDIA_ RBSNMILL H ETHANOL I
€ r I
I SLURRY _----I SLURRYSIEVED, I
€ [ 10IJmSCREEN j
_HANOLREMOVAL_ j(HEAT+ VACUUM)
€




















I MACHINE ITESTBARS CORRELATIONSOF:I








































-'.. ..-. .,_,_ )pm /°_ _pm
tg °24hr tg-lO0hr tg-300hr
0.3 - 4.0 IJmEOUIAX 0.2- 3.5 pmEOUIAX 0.2 - 3.0 pmEOUIAX
0.35 - 3.Spm COLUM. WIDTH 0.4- 2.01Jm COLUM. WIDTH 0.25 - 2.0pro COLUM. WIDTH
1:2 TO 1:6 ASPECT RATIO 1:2 TO 1:14 ASPECT RATIO 1.2 TO 1:8 ASPECT RATIO
70 VOL. % COLUM. 40 VOL. % COLUM. 20VOL "/oCOLUM.
CS-85-4209
SINTERING CONDITIONS AND RESULTS FOR Si3N4-SiO2-Y203
COMPOSITION NASA 6Y SINTERED AT 2140 °C
NASA6Y MILLING SINTERINGCONDITIONS SINTERINGRESULTSa
BATCH TIME,
NUMBER hr TIME, PN, BN AVERAGE AVERAGE AVERAGE
hr MPa SETTER WEIGHT WIDTH MACHINED
CONTACT LOSS, SHRINKAGE. DENSITY,
% _ g-cm"3
BASELINE 24 I 2.5 MAX 3.85 15.6 3.12
11 100 MAX 5.14 ' 17.6 3.23
13 100 MIN 4.93 ! 17.6 3.24
12 300 MAX S.74 18.0 3.25
14 300 , MIN 5.42 17.5 3.24
15 24 2 5.0 5.10 17.2 3.22
16 24 4.44 16.8 3.23
17 100 i 4.3g 17.3 3.23
20 100 2.81 17.2 3.22
25 300 4.88 17.8 3.28
28b 100 3.77 17.3 3.21
29b,c 100 3.06 16.1 3.23
31b,c 300 J 3.71 17.3 3.24
21(2050°C) I00 _ 1.65 14.9 3.05
aAVERAGEFOR EACHCOMPOSITIONREPRESENT30BARS EXCEPTFOR BASELINE
WHICH REPRESENTS150BARSAND BATCH28WHICH REPRESENTS15BARS.












STRENGTH. LINE -- 31MPa 400 --
STANDARDF_j, L"' IJ J _ 29
DEVIATIONII?_T_I300-- MPa




tg, h 24 100 100 300 24 100 300 24 100
ts,h 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2
PN,MPa 2.5 5.0 5.0 5.0 2.5 5.0 5.0 2.5 5.0 5.0
BN max. rain. min. min. max. rain. rain. max. rain. rain.
SINTER x/ x/ _/ _ _/ _/ _/HT.ADJ.
POWDER _/ _/ _/ _/ _WETSIEVE
CS-8_-0232
ASSESSMENT OF FRACTURE ORIGINS FOR NASA 6Y SINTERED Si3N 4
SUB- SURFACESEAM SUB- COLUMNARSURFACEMETALLIC
SURFACE PORE SURFACE GRAIN DEFECT INCLUSION
PORE AGGLOMERATE




PERCENT I00 29 23 14 13 9 7 5
OFTOTAL




PERCENT I00 26 21 i0 8 15 0 20
OFTOTAL




PERCENT I00 24 12 20 2 25 0 17
OFTOTAL



















MINIMUMBN SETI'ERCONTACT "_ LESSDENSITYGRADIENT LESSSTRENGTHSCATrER







SILICON NITRIDE AND SILICON CARBIDE*
Donald L. Feke
Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
The colloidal behavior of aqueous ceramic slips strongly affects the
forming and sintering behavior and the ultimate mechanical strength of the final
ceramic product. The colloidal behavior of these materials, which is dominated
by electrical interactions between the particles, is complex due to the strong
interaction of the solids with the processing fluids. A surface titration
methodology, modified to account for this interaction, has been developed and
used to provide fundamental insights into the interracial chemistry of these
systems. Various powder pretreatment strategies were explored to differentiate
between true surface chemistry and artifacts due to exposure history. The
colloidal behavior of both silicon nitride and carbide is dominated by silanol
groups on the powder surfaces. However, the colloid chemistry of silicon
nitride is apparently influenced by an additional amine group. With the proper
powder treatments, silicon nitride and carbide powder can be made to appear
colloidally equivalent. The impact of these results on processing control will
be discussed.
_Work done under NASA Grant NAG3-468.
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WHY?
* SINTERING OF COVALENT SOLIDS
REQUIRES SUBMICRON PARTICLES
(PROCESSING COLLOIDAL DISPERSIONS)
-- CERAMIC POWDERS ACQUIRE
SURFACE CHARGE AND INTERACT
WITH IONS IN PROCESSING FLUID
-- STABILITY AND RHEOLOGY
DOMINATED BY ELECTROSTATIC
EFFECTS
* STRONG CORRELATION BETWEEN
DISPERSION QUALITY AND FINAL












RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SURFACE POTENTIAL
AND SURFACE CHARGE




--SURFRCE-- --S|_S; _ _ SI _S; -- S; -- S| --
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FREE SURFRCE SILRNOL HYDROGEN - BONDED HYDROPHOBIC SILOXRNE
SURFRCE SILRNOL
RDSORPTION OF POTENTIRL DETERMINING IONS:
......._S;-OH + OH- _- --_S;-O- + H20
_ S;-OH + H_ _ --_S;-DH2 +
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ORIGIH OF SURFRCE POTENTIflL
REVERSIBLE ELECTRODE --
HERHST EQURTIOH RELflTES SURFRCE POTEHTIflL (_)
TO CONCEHTRRTIOH OF POTENTIRL DETERMIHIHG IONS:
i
RMPHOTERIC OXIDE --
ASSUMING H. flHD OH- ARE POTEHTIflL DETERMIHIHG
AND EXHIBIT NERNSITflN BEHflVIOR:
i _e= 59.?(PHme €- pH)
_RIGIN OF SURFRCE SPECIES --
THERMODYNRMICS OF THE DOUBLE LRYER
SITE MODEL OF SOLID/LIQUID INTERFRCE:
._MH + H.MH_





_ !._ RTIna,j. ZF_
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EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
-- IDENTIFY PRETREATMENT METHOD TO YIELD
REPRODUCIBLE, PRISTINE SURFACE
-- INVESTIGATE EFFECT OF MANUFACTURING HISTORY,
SUBSTRATE ON ADSORPTION
-- COMPARE SILICON NITRIDE, SILICON CARBIDE
AND SILICA
-- EXPLORE THE ROLE OF ELECTROLYTE






WHERE F = FARADAY'S CONSTANT
r .r - EQUIVALENTS OF H+ OR OH--
_ BOUND TO SURFACE
133
HANDLING AND PRETREATMENT:
* NONE (AS RECEIVED)
* FIRE 500°C IN ARGON
* FIRE 300°C IN OXYGEN
* WASH IN DI WATER, THEN:
-- NO DRY
-- DRY, MILD CONDITIONS
-- DRY RAPIDLY
* WASH IN ACIDIC ELECTROLYTE
* EXPOSE TO MODERATE VACUUM
EFFECT OF PRETREATMENT ON TITRATION RESULTS





o -2 _ _ECe_o
r-I -,,-- - -- VACUUM
.... VA_.JUI4.ACTDWASH \ %
+
--,- \
2 4 6 8 '10 :[2
pH
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EFFECT OF PRETREATMENT ON TITRATION RESULTS









03 _ . _ VACUUN,NO WASH
<:_ VACUUI4. USE CENTFIATE
--2 " VACUUM. ACTD HASH
-t- .... AS RECEZVED
"1-
2 4 6 8 10 12
pH
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
* PHYSISORBED SPECIES REMOVED
- BAKE IN DRY ENVIRONMENT
- EXPOSE TO MODERATE VACUUM
* CHEMISORBED SPECIES DESORB RAPIDLY
IN ACIDIC ELECTROLYTE
* SILICON NITRIDE REACTS WITH AQUEOUS
SOLUTION TO RE-FORM ORIGINAL ADSORBED
SPECIES
* WASHING IN ACIDIFIED SOLUTION REMOVES
ALL ADSORBATE, BUT LEAVES SURFACE
UNALTERED FROM "AS RECEIVED" STATE
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COMPARISON OF UBE AND TOYA SODA SILICON NITRIDE
' I ' I i I ' I I
N BE
< i.ooM- _
, I i I i I I I I
2 4 6 8 I0 12
pH
COMPARISON OF SILICON NITRIDE FROM FOUR MANUFACTURERS




4. KEY:3: (m) UBESIN In .O0tM KN03
-2 (b) iITE SiN in .OOIX KN03
(€) DENKASIN In .OOJ.XKN03
(d) TOSHIBASIN In .O01N KNO3L




, TITRATABLE SURFACE SPECIES IS SILICA
* SPECIES ADSORBED ON SILICON NITRIDE IS AMMON3
- MOST PHYSISORBED, SOME CHEMISORBED
- SIMILAR TO REPORTED ADSORPTION OF AMMONIA
ON SILICA
* AMMONIA IS FORMED BY HYDROLYSIS OF SILICON
NITRIDE:
6 H20 + Si3N4 ---> 3 SiO2 + 4 NH3
COMPARISON OF SILICON NITRIDE AND SILICON CARBIDE
i 0 | I a | ! ! i i
OJ
N




2 4 6 8 _0 _2
pH
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SUMMARY OF SURFACE TITRATION DATA
* SUGGEST PZC < pH 3 FOR BOTH
SILICA AND SILICON CARBIDE
* SUGGEST PZC > pH 6 FOR MOST
SILICON NITRIDES
• * LITTLE DIFFERENCE AMONG VARIOUS
MANUFACTURERS OF SILICON NITRIDE
* LITTLE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SILICON
NITRIDE AND SILICON CARBIDE Si-OH
SITE DENSITY
* WITH CAREFUL PRETREATMENT, DATA
IS REPRESENTATIVE OF NATIVE SURFACE
AND IS REPRODUCIBLE
"138




P.O. Box 420, Speed Code W-5
Indianapolis,Indiana 46206-0420
Photoacoustlcmicroscopy(PAM) has been utilizedto detect surfaceand subsurface
defects in structuralceramicmaterials. A computerizedPAM data acquisition,color
imagingand analysis system has been developedand used under this program. Sub-
surfacesimulatedcylindricalholes can be detectedto about l mm below the interro-
gating surface. Simulatedtight surfacecracks of 96 _m lengthand 48 _m depth can










NDE OF STRUCTURAL CERAMICS BY
PHOTOACOUSTIC MICROSCOPY
._ MECHANICAL
NDE OF _ TESTING II I
NASA TO I I PREPARATION OF GREENSUPPLY REFERENCE MOR
REFERENCE H STANDARD BARS FAILURE
MATERIALS SPECIMENS T ANALYSIS
NDE OF FRACTOGRAPHY/START
1 AS-FIRED _,PROGRAM . MOR BARS
NASA TO SPAM T CORRELATION ISUPPLY PARAMETER
200 MOR BARS OPTIMIZATION NDE OF
I
MACHINED
MOR BARS I REPORTING I
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PAMFLAWDETECTION
DATAACQUISITION AND IMAGING SYSTEM
I =WARGONUSER_ _" t
MECHANICAL CHOPPER
_ • MAGFOCUSING LENSES TAPE I GREENI VSX-5000I SPECIMEN STORAGE MONOCHROMECELL 12 BIT lOMB
' I
I MICROPHONE D
_ n^=, I T 36MB
[ AMPUFER ISIGNA[, _-" A HARDDIsK
! = A PAM , 8 COLOR
AEROTECH _-_! i C PROGRAMS PLOTFER
r-_ OSCANNER PAM DATA
CONTROLLER ,L-D U TEMPORARY
L .... J I STORAGE
X-Y S


























I,.. # FROM TOP SURFACE p.m
TOP VIEW 3x 1 OPEN TO SURFACE2 VERY NEAR TO SURFACE
BUT NOTOPEN
HOLE# 3 1564 390
, = 3 , 5 3 , , 5 547
6 665
_ _ 7 825
SIDE VIEW 3x 8 1015
NOMINAL DIAMETER _ 375_.m
NOMINAL DISTANCE
BETWEEN HOLES = 2.5 mm
APPROXIMATE DEPTH _ 3.125 mm
PAM SUBSURFACE FLAW DETECTION
AS-FIRED SILICON NITRIDE












1 2 3 4 6 7
HOLE+ 2 m m
PAM SUBSURFACE FLAW DETECTION
AS FIRED SINTERED SILICON CARBIDE
m
4.0mm SCAN DIRECTION >
__ TYPICAL I mmp o4.Omm TYPICAL11 3"7mm --_
I" 19.8mm =
HOLE 1000 750 500 250
DIA. #m
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PHOTOACOUSTI C MICROSCOPY "f?10/86 ' 
SURFACF CRACK D E T E C T I O N  CHART )KI P K K  
*Assuming semicircular f law,  a = c 
N . D .  - Signal-to-noise r a t i o  o f  1  
D i f f i c u l t  t o  separate the  flaw s ignal  from the background 
PHOTOACOUSTIC MICROSCOPY 
SURFACE CRACK DETECTION 

















50# m/SEC 250 p m/SEC
VS86-1812
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S0aceco,e.e_ona..an°,,..,_0o,n._ '_c'o'i'_l_iiiiii_l_/l_//_i3 1176 01313 6453.3__







DO NOT REMOVE SLIP FROM MATERIAL I
I
_. If Undeliverable (Section I 58Delete your name from this slip when returning material i " Posl,,I Manual)DoblotReturn
to the library.
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MOLTEN SALT CORROSION OF SIC AND SI3N4
N. S. Jacobson, J. L. Smialek, and D. S. Fox
NASA Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
The most severe type of corrosion encountered in heat
engines is corrosion by molten sodium sulfate, which is
formed by the reaction of ingested sodium chloride and
sulfur impurities in the fuel. This problem has been
studied extensively for superalloys, but only recently
examined for ceramics. Our program at Lewis addresses
this problem with laboratory studies to understand the
fundamental reaction mechanisms and with burner studies to
provide a more realistic simulation of the conditions
encountered in a heat engine. In addition we are assessing
the effect of corrosion on the strengths of these materials.
Each of these aspects will be reviewed and some ideas toward
possible solutions will be discussed.
]47
THE HOT CORROSION PROBLEM
• FORMATIONOFNa2SO4
1





TURBINE VANE HOT CORROSION
CS--73740
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BASIC AND ACIDIC MOLTEN SALTS
• Na2SO4=Na20+ SO3=2Na+ +O= + SO3 K=4.6xlO16ATI000°C
LOW PSO3-HIGHaO=-BASIC
HIGHPSO3-LOWaO=-ACIDIC
• Na2CO3=Na20+ CO2=2Na+ + 0=+(302 K=9.7xi0-7AT1000°C
MODELBASICSALT
6S-86- !383





• ACIDIC MO= M + 0=
• BASIC MO+ 0= = MO2
• SiO2 IS ANACIDICOXIDE
• EXPECTREACTIONWITHBASICSALT
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TIME,hr
CS-86-1378









°C \ + LIQUID
1100 --
Fx - 1.33
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MECHANISM OF CORROSION BY Na2CO 3
I. DECOMPOSITIONFSALTANDSILICATEFORMATION
SIC+3230=SiO2+CO
Na2CO3 + SiO2 - Na20• (SiO2)+ CO2
IIo MOVETOWARDLIQUIDUS
3
SiC+ _O2 = SiO2 + CO







Na2CO 3 VERSUS Na 2 SO4102
$
• Na2SO4 = Na20+ SO3/ BASICMOLTENSALT
• SiC- SIMILARBEHAVIOR
• Si3N4 - Na2SO4102 CORROSIONIS SLOWERTHANNa2CO3102




Na2SO4 + SiO2 : Na2SiO3 + SO3 A G : + 35kcal/mol














BASIC Na2S04+ C + _ 02 : Na2 CO3 + SO2















SINTEREDa-SiC BEFORECORROSION SiC AFTERCORROSION


















STRESS,o, 0 _ 0 B0




0 _ -49% -13% -58%


















HOLDERS--_ PORTS_ VALVE-_\ \
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__ O RA 330METALLINER
A AI_O3 CERAMICLINER
403- o I +_.J.a
-A
M0R 303- O A
FRACTURE _ I T
STRENGTH, _I A IOf, ,--_,_,.s.=&_
MPa 200 _ A
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0 .:























• PARALLELTONa2SO4 102- BASICSALTAllACK
• CONTINUOUSNa20. x(SiO2)FORMATION
ATTACKOFCERAMICS
• SiC -- SEVEREPITTING-- UPTO50'7°STRENGTHREDUCTION
• Si3N4- SEVEREGRAINBOUNDARYA1TACK-- WORKIN PROGRESS
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THERMAL CYCLIC DURABILITYTESTING OF CERAMIC
MATERIALS FOR TURBINE ENGINES
L.J. Lindberg
Garrett Turbine Engine Company
Phoenix,Arizona 85010
The thermal cyclic durability of commercial ceramic materials
for turbine engines has been under evaluation since 1978. Ceramic
materials are exposed to cyclic diesel-fired burner exhaust at
either 1204 or 1371C (2200 or 2500F) for up to 3500 hours. The test
conditions are selected to simulate the environment experienced by
the hot flow path components in an automotive gas turbine engine.
The silicon nitride and silicon carbide materials tested are the
same ceramic materials currently used on the AGTI00 and AGTI01
ceramic turbine engine programs.
This work was performed under the NASA funded program, 3500-














• TESTINGIS TERMINATEDWHENTHESTRENGTHIS REDUCEDTO 50 PERCENTOFTHE
BASELINESTRENGTH
• BENEFITS































-- 70 . 70 __
.60 400 50 _
50 _ 40 300
40 300 _30 200_=
_oj- o,_o_(2_oo_jt_oo _ _o o_oo,_,_,,_,_ =
2.01 , , _ _1 .._ 10 , • 1200C(2200FlFLEXURE I00




60 400 - _ 60 400
50': _ =z -,,: 50i3o0_ = 4oi 3o0
z 40 _ _ . 30 _ 200
30 200 _ =_,
20 = _ ZO
A ROOMTEMPERATUREFL XURE 100 _ 10 o ROOMTEMPERATUREtOOu_
10 • 1204C(2200F)FLEXURE • 1200C(2200F]FLEXURE
0 , a I0350 1050 21 00








===="60 - 400 =_
.==40 • 300 _.
30 o ROOMTEMPERATUREFL XURE 200 ===
20 • 1200C[2200F1FLEXURE ..x=,
Io Ioo -':'
0 I I I I350 1050 2100 3500
HOURSOFCYCLICEXPOSUREAT 1371C(2500F]
7O
-_ 60 o ROOMTEMPERATURE 400 _z"
- 5_==














• GE/3SSC-- BASELINET STINGCOMPLETE
• CORNINGLAS-- BASELINETESTINGCOMPLETE
• NGKSN-82SSN-- BASELINETESTINGCOMPLETE







MEANSTRENGTH,KSI 61.9 66.2 71.3
(12 DATAPOINTS)
STANDARDDEVIATION, il .4 8.2 8.8
KSI
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MEANSTRENGTH,KSI 120.4 103.9 97.3
(12 DATAPOINTS)




























FRACTOGRAPHIC AND MICROSTRUCTURAL EVALUATION OF 3500-HOUR
DURABILITY SPECIMENS
A. D. Miller
Materials Science and Engineering
University of Washington
Seattle, Washington 98195
NASA Lewis Research Center has since 1978 contracted with
Garrett Turbine Engine Company to conduct long-term durability
testing of candidate ceramic materials for advanced gas turbine
applications. Specimens of the materials are exposed to combus-
tion atmospheres under temperature cyclic conditions for times
up to 3500 hours and at peak temperatures of 1200 and 1370 C.
The specimen strengths after exposure are measured at room
temperature and at 1200 C. In addition, a number of physical
measurements are taken, however no provision is made in the
contract for microstructural examination of the specimens.
The work under this project covers examination of three
materialst (I) sintered alpha silicon carbide manufactured by
Carborundum Co., (2) sintered silicon nitride, manufactured by
Toshiba, and (3) reaction bonded silicon nitride, grade RBN:104,
manufactured by Airesearch Casting Company. The work required
the development of sample preparation techniques to provide high
quality thin-section specimens which can be examined by trans-
mitted light or thinned using an ion mill for subsequent TEM
examination.
Specimen preparation techniques and the results of optical
and electron microscopic examination of the reaction interfaces
of the selected specimens are presented and discussed.
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Figure I. - Baseline SASC; crossed Nichols. 95X
Figure 2. - Baseline SASC; crossed Nichols. 240X.
174
Figure 3. - Same field as fig.2; crossed Nichols, rotated 45°. 240X.
Figure 4. - SASC; 2100-hr exposure at 1370 °C; crossed Nichols. 95X.
175
Figure 5. - Same field as fig. 4. 240X.
Figure 6. - SASC; 3500-hr exposure at 1370 °C; crossed Nichols. 240X.
176
Figure 7. - Baseline Toshiba SSN; crossed Nichols. g5X.
Figure 8. - ToshibaSSN; 350-hr exposureat 1205 °C; crossedNichols. 95X.
I77
Figure 9. - Same specimen as fig. 8; field near interface; crossed Nichols. 240X
Figure lO. - Same specimenas fig 8; field far from interface;crossedNichols. 240X.
I78
Figure II. - Toshiba SSN; 700-hr exposure; crossed Nichols. 95X.
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An overview is presented covering NASALewis research efforts aimed at
materials and processing development for structually reliable fiber-reinforced
ceramic matrix composites (FRC). With the primary goal of developing
technology for strong, tough Si-based FRCwith use-temperatures above 1400°C,
guidelines for optimum material properties and current problems in achieving
these properties are discussed. Brief descriotions of particular research
projects directed toward solving these problems are presented. Particular
emphasis is placed on those efforts addressing the critical need of developing
high performance SiC fibers with stability above 1400°C and with proper
coatings for optimum composite structural performance. Based on current
results for fiber and matrix development, concludinq remarks are made


























































• CARBONMATRICESREACTION SiC/RBSC - MATRIXMORPHOLOGYAND
BONDEDWITHSILICON SILICONIZATION
- FIBERDEGRADATION
• POLYMER-DERIVEDPRECURSORS - HIGHCHARYIELD
TOSiCANDSi3N4 MATRICES - INFILTRATIONRHEOLOGY
WITHCERAMICFILLERS
FRC - CURRENTNASA LEWIS PROGRAMS
II. HIGHPERFORMANCESICFIBERS
• HIGHTEMPERATUREPROPERTIES - FIBERPROCESSINGAPPROACHBEST
OFCOMMERCIALSiCFIBERS SUITEDFORHIGHTEMPERATUREFRC
• POSTPROCESSINGOFNiCALON - POTENTIALOFHIPPINGFORIMPROVING
FIBERSATHIGHPRESSURE NiCALONTHERMALSTABILITY
III.FIBERCOATINGS
• OXYGEN EFFECTSON COMMERCIAL - COATINGDESIGNFOROXIDATION
COATINGSFORCVD SICFIBERS RESISTANCE
• FIBER-MATRIXLOADTRANSFERIN - COATINGDESIGNFORCOMPOSITE
SiCIRBSNCOMPOSITES TOUGHNESSAND STRENGTH
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ADVANTAGESOF FIBER COATINGSFOR CERAMICMATRIX COMPOSITES
PHYSICAL-CHEMICAL:
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: NASA Langley(Rev. Dec. 1991) RIAD N-75
Polymer Precursors for SiC Ceramic Materials
by
Morton H. Litt
Department of Macromolecular Science
Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
We have worked on precursor polymers to SiC, concentrating on
polymers made from decamethyl cyclohexasilyene units. Our initial
approach was to synthesize mixed diphenyl decamethyl cyclohexasilane,
dephenylate and polymerize. This produced polymers which had yields
of up to 50% SiC. [Theoretical yield is 75%.] Our present approach
is to make polymer through the intermediate trans-l,4-diphenyl
decamethyl cyclohexasilane. This should produce a crystalline polymer
and high strength fibers. These will be thermally decomposed to SiC
fibers. This requires new chemistry which we are studying now.
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[ "'
Na _ sealed tube
(CH3)2SIC12 ; - t-
Xylene A
CH 3 x
PhMeSiCl 2 + 2Me2SiCl 2 Na-KTHF) Mel2-xPhxSi6 + MCI
(x = 0-6) (M = Na,K)
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TABLE I. PERCENT YIELD OF VARIOUS ISOLATED DERIVATIVES
Mel2-xPhxSi6 Yield
x wt (%) mol (%) mol (%)(theoretical)
0 8 Ii 8.8
1 24 27 26.3
2 32 32 32.9
3 21.9
4 i 8.236 30
5 1.6
6 0.I








i I l I I I I I
0.3 n. 3 o.o
FIG 1. NMR OF DIPHENYLDECAMETHYLCYCLOHEXASILANE
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TABLE 2. IH-, 13C-, AND 29Si- NMR CHEMICAL SHIFTS FOR PURE
1,4-DIPHENYLDECAMETHYLCYCLOHEXASILANE
IH(No.of Methyl Groups) 13C(No.of Carbon) 29Si(No. of Silicon)
(_ ppm)a (_ ppm)b (_ ppm)c
0.530 (2) -4.32 (4) -41.08 (4)
0.330 (4) -6.49 (2) -41.40 (2)





a- CH2C12(_ 5.35) was used as an internal reference.
b-CDCI3(6 77.0) was used as an internal reference.
c-TMS(6 0.0) was used as an internal reference.
13 /}NH4Cl/H2S04 Na-- Ph Benzene ' ClPh Cl n
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FIG 3. GPCOFPOLYMER27
_i i , I I I I I ,
2Z5 15,B 7,0 33' 1.8 .9 .45
M.Wt. (PS)X10-3
' ' '2'o' ' ' '2's' ' ' '3'0' ' ' '3Is
Elution Volume, rrd
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TABLE 1 ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS OF POLYMER25 AND POLYMER27
Polymer Analytical % C % H % Si % O
Polymer25 Calcd.: 37.74 9.43 52.83 0
Found: 33.52 8.69 48.22 9.57 (by difference)
Repeat Found: 34.40 8.51 None or Trace
Polymer27 Calcd.: 37.74 9.43 52.83 0
Found: 38.10 9.65 48.70 3.55 (by difference)
Repeat Found: 40.14 9.23 .... 0.16
FIG6. IR OF POLYMER25
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FIG 7. IR OF POLYMER27
TABLE 2 THERMOGRAVIMETRIC ANALYSIS OF POLYMER25 CURED AT VARIOUS T_PERATURES
Temperature/Time Char Yield % Heating Rate
Polymer25 27.39 1.5°C/mln
124° _ 4°C/4 hrs (a) 18.75 I0° C/min
200 ° + I°C/5 min 20.85 I0° C/min
250 ° _ 5°C/15 min (a) 20.80 I0° C/mln
(b) 48.27 I0° C/mln





(a) Hexane solublefraction (59.8%of totalpolymer).
(b) Gel (12.67%of the total polymer.
(c) A piece of polymerwas used, rather than groundpowder.
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mp = 169.5-170°C, yield = 0.2_
NH4CZlH2SO4 _





2. Should be splnnable from solvent In nematlc form.
3. Strong, stable fiber
4. Could retain strength to some degree during
pyrolysis to SiC.





TI = p-Tolyl n _ 0 _ ?
Theory - highest yield = 27_ of n=l
Best yield so far = 20_, n=0,I,2,3,4 isolated
c.3 c.3 c.s c.3so3, c.3 c._ cH3
TlSt - St - SI - T1 ' CH3SO3St - St - SiOsSCH 3I I I c.2c1= / I c.3








The fiber composite approach to reinforced ceramics provides the possibility
of achieving ceramics with high fracture toughness relative to monolithics.
Fabrication of ceramic composites, however, demands low processing
temperatures to avoid fiber degradation. Formation of complex shapes further
requires small diameter fibers as well as techniques for infiltrating the
matrix between fibers.
Polymers offer low temperature processability, control of rheology not
available with ceramic powders, and could serve as precursors to fibers of
matrix. In recent years, a number of polysilanes and polysilezanes have been
investigated as potential precursors. A review of candidate polymers will be





































R -- methyl, propyl, vinyl, phenyl






Polymer derived Nicalon SiC fibers are known to be thermally unstable at
temperatures beyond 1200°C. In an effort to further understand the mechanisms
of fiber degradation, Nicalon fibers were heat treated at temperatures up to
2200_C and argon gas pressures varying from 0 to 1360 atm. The effects of qas
pressure on the thermal stability of the fibers were determined through
property comparisons between the pressure-treated fibers and vacuum-treated
fibers. Investigation of the thermal stability included studies of the fiber





• Polymerderived NicalonSiC fibers degrade significantly
in tensilestrengthabove 1200 C in inert environments
ProbableMechanisms:
• Creation of increasedinternalporosityand flaw growth
causedby reactionsbetween SiC, Si02, C, and Si3N4
in the as-produced fiber
• Graingrowthof microcrystallineSiC
Objectives
• To determinethe effects of heat treatment in highpressure
argon on the tensilestrengthand physicalpropertiesof
commerciallyavailableNicalonSiC fibers
• To determine whether Hot Isostatic Pressingcan offer a viable
approachto improvingthe thermal stabilityof Nicalonfibers
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Experimental Parameters
Si C O N
Nicalon Fibers: Ceramic Grade,,,40 50 8 2 at%
StandardGrade,,-S7 46 15 2 at%
Treatment Conditions: Pressure: 10 , 1, 1360 atm Argon








Pressure and Temperature Effects onthe
Grain Growth of Treated Nicalon Fibers
1200 I I I IV I I #
II
--,--CG II
-- •-- SG --1.360 arm I I
---o--CG I I
SG --1 at m I I
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Ceramic Grade Nicalon Heated to IO00°C
_, 5P
1360 otm 1 atm 10-8 otm
0.6 % wt loss 0.8 % wt loss 0.8 % wt loss
240 ksi 235 ksi 154 ksi
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CeramicGradeNicalonHeatedto 1400°C
1360 atm Iatm 10 ..8 atm
1.0 % wt loss 22% wt loss 27 % wt loss
208 ksi 85 ksi -- ksi
Ceramic Grade Nicalon Fibers Heated to 1600 °C
1360 atm
0.8 % wt loss
90 ksi
1 otm
28 % wt loss
-- ksi
208









28 % wt loss
-- ksi
Correlation Between Weight Loss and
Grain Growth of Heat Treated Nicalon Fibers
1200 ' I ' I '
:CG 1360atm ' [] g
e CG _ arm[] SG--"









Effect of Weight Loss on the Tensile
Strength of Heat Treated Nicalon Fibers
l ,ii. , i ,• CG_1360 atm
• SGI
[] e CG
, \-_1 _ []sG--latm
200-- nil _ [] OCGG_lo-eat m --
I Q '
Tensile I \
Strength - _ \
Weight Loss due to
Sizing Removal
a , I I , I ,D 1 2 5
% Weight Loss
Results of Additional Heat Treatment Tests
on HighPressureTreated NicalonFibers
Heat Treatment % Weight Loss Tensile Strength
Conditions (ksi)
CG / SG CG / SG
1200 C-1 hr 0.8/0.7 236/ 271
1360 atm Ar
1200 C -1 hr 28 /24
1360 atm Ar
1400 C - 1 hr
1 atm Ar
1600 C- 1 hr 0.8/2.0 90 / 78
1360 atm. Ar







• Highpressuretreatmentsin Argonsuppressfiber weightloss to
temperaturesabove 1500 C
• Strengthdegradationandgraingrowthcan be correlatedwithweight
lossand thusare alsoinhibitedby highpressuretreatments
• Strengthdegradationoccursrapidlywithinthe first 1%weightloss
(beyondthe sizingremoval)whereasgraingrowthdoes notproceed
as rapidlyuntil'_20% weightis reached
• Fibersretreatedat 1400 C in 1 atm Ar after highpressure
treatment showno improvementinstrengthoveras received .
fiberstreated at 1400 C
Pressure Effects on Nicalon ThermalStability
Conclusions:
• Increasedexternal pressurecreates a diffusionbarrierwhichinhibitsCO
gas evolutionfrominternalSiO2 - Carbonreactions thussuppressing
fiber weight loss
• Suppressionof CO gas evolutionmay also delay exaggerated grain
growth due to the tendency of excess carbonin SiC to act as a grain
growth inhibitor
• Initialand majorstrengthdegradationmechanismis mostlikelydue to
the rapidgrowthof pre-existingflaws near the surface
• In general,,highpressuretreatmentof commercialNicalonfibersoffers
noimprovementinthermalstabilityunlesspressurecan be maintained
throughoutcompositefabricationandfiber use
• Becauseof initialporosityand/or creep resistanceinthe as-produced
Nicalonfibers Hot IsostaticPressingdoes notappear to be an effective
.post-fabricationmethodfor improvingfiberthermal stability
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Fiber Development - Future Directions
Based.on potential SiC Properties:
High modulus (:'400 GPa )





Property retention to above 1400 C




Multifilament tows of SiC fibers
Current results indicate CVD Processing as the optimum approach
for the base fibers and for required fiber coatings
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A techniquefor fabricatingstrong and tough SiC fiber reinforcedreaction
bonded si3N4 matrix composites(SiCIRBSN)has been developed. Usinq this
technique,compositescontaining~ 23, 30, and 40 volume fractionsof aligned
140 um diameter,chemicallyvapor depositedSiC fibers have been fabricated.
The room temperaturephysicaland mechanicalpropertieshave been evaluated.
The resultsfor compositetensilestrength,bend strength,and fracturestrain
indicatethat the comDositedisplaysexcellentpropertieswhen comparedwith
the unreinforcedmatrix of comparableporosity. The compositestress at which
the matrix first cracks and the ultimatecompositefracturestrength increase
with increasingvolume fractionof fibers, and the compositefails
qracefully.
Measurementsof room temperaturetensile strenqthof SiCIRBSNcompositesafter
lO0 hr exposure in flowingair at 1200°C and at 1400°C,and measurementsof
bend strengthat temperaturesup to 1300°Cdid not show any appreciable
strengthloss from the strengthvalues of as-fabricatedcomposites. The
mechanicalpropertydata of this ceramic comoositeare comparedwith similar
data for unreinforcedcommercially-availableSi3N4 materialsand for SEP
SiCISiCcomposites. '
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MATERIALS FOR Si3N 4 COMPOSITE
FIBERS
o AVCO CVD SILICON CARBIDE FIBERS
• HIGHMODULUS- 390GPa(57x106psi)






• LOW MODULUS- 100-200 GPa (15-30x106psi)
• LOWTEMPERATUREFABRICATION
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DENSITY AND POROSITY DATA FOR SiC IRBSN COMPOSITES
VOLUME BEFORENITRIDATION AFTERNITRIDATION
FRACTIONOF
FIBERS DENSITY MATRIX DENSITY MATRIX
gm/cc POROSITY, gm/cc POROSITY,
'7o '7,
0 I.56 35 I.98 37
23+3 1.70 54 2.19 39








BEND 400- LOAD,100- # RANGE
STRESS, N YMPa
200-- 50 _/! __FIRSTMATRIXCRACKING
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ROOM TEMPERATURESTRENGTHS OF SiC IRBSN COMPOSITE
TEST AXIAL STRENGTH,MPa
0%FIBER 23+3% FIBER 40+2%FIBER
L
4 POINTBEND(_ = 15)a 107+26 539±48 616_+36
L
4 POINTBEND(-h = 45) 675+42 868+ 32
L
3 POINTBEND(_ = 35) 717±80 958+45





SiC IRBSN FRACTURE PARAMETERS
FIBER MATRIX INTERFACIAL .COMPOSITESTRESS MATRIX
FRACTION, CRACK SHEAR AT WHICHMATRIX FRACTURE
% SPACING, STRESSa, FIRSTCRACKED, STRAINb
mm MPa MPa
23+ 3 2.0 + O.3 I0. 91' 237+ 25 O.0015
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1200°C, 100hr, AIR 316a 234b
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• A STRONGAND TOUGHCERAMICMATRIXCOMPOSITECAN BEFABRICATEDBY
REINFORCINGRBSN BY HIGHMODULUS,HIGHSTRENGTHICONTINUOUS
LENGTHCVD SiCFIBER
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